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Abstract
We focus on the very challenging task of semantic segmentation for autonomous driving system. It must deliver
decent semantic segmentation result for traffic critical objects real-time. In this paper, we propose a very efficient
yet powerful deep neural network for driving scene semantic segmentation termed as Driving Segmentation
Network (DSNet). DSNet achieves state-of-the-art balance between accuracy and inference speed through
efficient units and architecture design inspired by ShuffleNet V2 and ENet. More importantly, DSNet highlights
classes most critical with driving decision making through our novel Driving Importance-weighted Loss. We
evaluate DSNet on Cityscapes dataset, our DSNet achieves 71.8% mean Intersection-over-Union (IoU) on
validation set and 69.3% on test set. Class-wise IoU scores show that Driving Importance-weighted Loss could
improve most driving critical classes by a large margin. Compared with ENet, DSNet is 18.9% more accurate
and 1.1+ times faster which implies great potential for autonomous driving application.
1 Introduction
Driving perception is a vital and challenging task for urban
autonomous driving. An autonomous vehicle must comprehen-
sively understand the driving scene in the highly complex and
dynamic urban traffic environment, then make the safest driving
decision.With the remarkable progress of deep learning and rich
information contained in image, computer vision is playing an
increasingly more important role in driving perception [1]. Im-
age semantic segmentation could obtain exhaustive information
such as object categories, shape, spatial location at pixel level,
thus are especially beneficial for driving scene understanding.
The task of image semantic segmentation is to densely label
each pixel in an image to its object category, and result in an
image with non-overlapping meaningful regions. Many com-
puter vision and machine learning methods have been proposed
[2], and in recent years, Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)
based methods achieve remarkable progress on image seman-
tic segmentation tasks, significantly improving accuracy even
efficiency, and has become the de facto solution. However, state-
of-the-art semantic segmentation methods are pursing higher
accuracy and finer quality with increasingly larger number of
parameters and complex modules [3, 4, 5]. Although vehicles
are getting increasingly more computation power, many seman-
tic segmentation models are still too heavy to run on embedded
devices. For safe-critical driving perception system, it must
deliver real-time performance.
The quest for light-weight semantic segmentation models has
gained more attention recently. Many of the methods focus
on light aspect of semantic segmentation, for example ENet
[6], ESPNet [7], Light-weight RefineNet [8] and so on. These
methods achieve real-time performance by heavily compressing
parameters but sacrifice too much accuracy that their overall
accuracy is about 60% where non-critical objects such as sky and
road contribute much to it. Their segmentation quality especially
of driving-critical classes is quite low that it can not provide
sufficient information for safe autonomous driving. Efficient
semantic segmentation models should take both accuracy and
speed into account. ICNet [9] and ERFNet [10] achieves good
balance between accuracy and real-time performance, however
we argue that their generic methods overlook one important
fact that objects have natural priority in driving task decision
making.
Obviously, objects have different importance levels in traffic
environment. For instance, it is by nature that person and ve-
hicle have higher priority in traffic environment than sky and
tree. Driving perception should focus on objects that have high
priority, i.e. high importance level with driving task, since more
accurate result on these objects lead to safer decision during
driving. While for the task of image semantic segmentation, it
assumes every object has the same importance level [11, 12, 13],
and the goal is to segment every object as well as possible.
Hence, driving importance priority needs to be introduced in
terms of driving scene semantic segmentation, and the goal
should be to segment high driving importance level objects to its
best. To sum up, we argue that ideal driving semantic segmenta-
tion system poses two challenging demands: tradeoff between
runtime performance and accuracy, and highlight on driving
pivotal objects.
In this paper, we aim to design a practical semantic segmentation
model for autonomous driving system which not only achieves
great balance between accuracy and speed but highlights most
driving critical objects. Different from extensively compress
the number of parameters like ENet, we determine to increase
the number of parameters (it is still a light model compared to
others) and adopt efficient and powerful operations to ensure
decent quality and speed at the same time. We also introduce
the notion of driving importance level, and guide our network
to highlight high driving importance objects with a novel loss
function design. In summary, our main contributions are as
following.
• We design efficient and powerful unit and asymmetric
encoder-decoder architecture inspired by ShuffleNet
V2 [14] and ENet [6]. We also employ Hybrid Dilation
Convolution scheme[15] to overcome "gridding" issue.
• We propose Driving Importance Level and Driv-
ing Importance-weighted Loss which assigns larger
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weights to classes with higher driving importance level.
We also introduce context encoding loss [16], which
concentrates context information in large objects.
• The proposed Driving Segmentation Network (DSNet)
achieves state-of-the-art balance between accuracy and
speed. It obtains 69.3% on Cityscapes test set, and 1.1+
times faster than ENet under the same setting.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews
CNN techniques of semantic segmentation, light-weight models
and class imbalance issues. Section 3 discusses computation
complexity, and introduces the units, architecture and loss func-
tion of our Driving Segmentation Network. Section 4 reports
our evaluation results on Cityscapes dataset. Section 5 draws
the conclusion.
2 Background and Related Work
In this section, we briefly review representative CNN based
techniques of semantic segmentation, recent development on
light-weight semantic segmentation models, and other related
research works.
2.1 Semantic Segmentation Methods
The milestone work of CNN model successfully applied on
image semantic segmentation is Fully Convolutional Network
(FCN) [17]. It utilizes ImageNet [18] pre-trained models,
AlexNet [19], VGG [20], and GoogLeNet [21] as feature extrac-
tors, replaces fully connected layers with convolutional ones to
obtain dense pixel-wise prediction map. FCN achieves great
improvement in accuracy than traditional methods on PASCAL
VOC [22] dataset. But more importantly, FCN for the first
time demonstrates how to use a CNN model with end-to-end
training to solve image semantic segmentation problems with
arbitrary input image size. This triggers a research boom of var-
ious CNN models on image semantic segmentation, to name a
few representative work, SegNet [23] Dilation10 [24], DeepLab
V3+ [3], PSPNet [4] and ICNet [9]. We summarize them into:
Encoder-Decoder architecture, Dilated convolution, and Multi-
scale feature fusion method. Other methods, such as conditional
random field (CRF) and Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) are
not reviewed, for more comprehensive review, please read [25].
2.1.1 Encoder-Decoder Architecture
This technique targets spatial information loss. FCN adopts
pooling operation after convolution which is a standard oper-
ation in classification methods. However, pooling operation
has one disadvantage of deterministically losing spatial infor-
mation especially small objects, which cannot be recovered by
up-sampling methods. The first works attempting to improve de-
coder and claiming encoder-decoder architecture are SegNet[23],
U-net [26] and DeconvNet [27] where they all adopt symmetric
encoder-decoder architecture. In SegNet, decoder is composed
by a set of un-pooling layers which corresponds to its pooling
counterpart in encoder . The un-pooling operation uses the
index from its counterpart pooling operation. In DeconvNet,
the convolution layer in decoder is replaced with deconvolution
layers. The decoder of U-net concatenate feature maps which
is cropping and copying from encoder counterpart. By leverag-
ing feature maps from encoder, encoder-decoder architecture
makes up the spatial information loss during pooling operation.
However, this symmetric architecture doubles the number of
parameters, and it has been demonstrated that decoder has less
impact on final result, thus asymmetric architecture has been
widely used.
2.1.2 Dilated Convolution
Global context information is vital for semantic segmentation
task. Stacks of convolution layers and pooling layers could
enlarge receptive field of convolution kernel and aggregate more
context information, but lose spatial information. [24] first
employed dilated convolution (also called atrous convolution)
in cascade in semantic segmentation CNN models. Compared
with pooling operation, dilated convolution can exponentially
expand receptive field without losing spatial information and
increasing parameters. In DeepLab series [28, 29], the author
highlighted the use of atrous convolution and proposed Atrous
Spatial Pyramid Pooling(ASPP) module to aggregate object
and context information at different scales. DeepLab series
achieve supreme result on many semantic segmentation datasets.
While, cascading dilated convolution with even dilation rates
may bring the so called "gridding" issue. In [15], the author
propose Hybrid Dilated Convolution (HDC) to solve this issue.
The success of dilated convolution demonstrates that large field
of view is beneficial for better segmentation performance.
2.1.3 Multi-scale feature fusion
Dilated convolution help to aggregate more global context infor-
mation by enlarging the view point of convolution kernel, fusing
features with different scales and sub-regions would further re-
duce global context information loss. In [30], the author first
applied spatial pyramid pooling in deep neural network. PSPNet
[4] propose Pyramid Pooling Module in semantic segmenta-
tion task, which uses global average pooling to fuse feature
maps at four different hierarchical scales in encoder stage. The
ASPP module in DeepLab V3 combines dilated convolution and
multi-scale feature fusion. RefineNet [5] propose Refine module
which takes one feature map and its lower scale feature map in
the encoder, and fuse them as feature map in the decoder.
2.2 Light-weight Models
The research of light-weight semantic segmentation models
which run fast without sacrificing much accuracy is far behind
compared to research pursing higher accuracy, we would like to
point out that this line of research is as important as finer models.
Since it could inspire many promising real world applications
where limited computation power is available.
ENet first implement a fast semantic segmentation CNN model
which is 18 times faster and 1.3 points more accuracy than
SegNet. ENet adopts many techniques to massively reduce pa-
rameters, for instance adopting a large number of factorized
convolutions, employing asymmetric encoder-decoder architec-
ture. This leads to 79 times reduction in parameters compared to
SegNet. Many following works focus on reducing parameters,
such as ESPNet [7] and SQ [31]. However, drastically reduc-
ing parameters would lead to under-fitting issue [9] for dense
pixel-wise semantic segmentation task.
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Recent works consider accuracy and speed at the same time.
ERFNet utilize factorized convolutions to its best, and the pro-
posed ERFNet has 5.8 times more parameters than ENet and
achieves good balance on Cityscapes dataset. ICNet propose a
PSPNet-based architecture. They input three scales of image,
small scale image goes through deeper networks, large scale
shallower, and fusion three scales of features through cascade
feature unit. However, ICNet focuses on high resolution input,
this hierarchical structure may not achieve proportional perfor-
mance at lower resolution input, and ICNet achieves this speed
by aggressive model compression.
Light-weight classification CNN models have been an active
research field where researchers propose and employ many ef-
ficient operations which could be important inspiration for se-
mantic segmentation task. MobileNet [32] proposes depth-wise
separable convolution to replace standard convolution. Shuf-
fleNet [33] uses group convolution to reduce parameters and
channel shuffle operations. ShuffleNet V2 [14] further proposes
a very efficient unit which reduces memory access cost.
2.3 Class Imbalance
Class imbalance issue refers to the problem where the disparity
in the proportion of different classes in the whole dataset is
overwhelming, and it is common among datasets. For example,
in Cityscapes dataset [11], classes such as road and sky appear
in every image and occupy a large region of the image, thus they
have far more training pixels than other small and infrequent
classes such as pole and fences. The minority classes would
be drowned during training. By assigning frequency-balanced
weights to cross entropy loss, this issue could be alleviated.
Another issue related with class imbalance is easy and hard
sample. In online bootstrapped cross entropy loss [34], it simply
drops loss value from easy examples. In focal loss [35], it down-
weights the loss assigned to well-classified classes.
The re-weighting techniques ease class imbalance issue, while
the classes still have equal importance level. In [36], the author
propose the notion of driving importance and importance-aware
loss. This inspires us to combine class re-weighting techniques
and human assigned driving importance.
3 Designing Driving Segmentation Network
In designing DSNet, we keep in mind that both accuracy and
speed are important. We first discuss important runtime perfor-
mance metrics, and then explain in detail about DSNet units,
architecture, and the design choice. At last, we propose our
novel loss function design.
3.1 Computation Complexity
Inference speed or frames per second (FPS) is the direct metric
to evaluate computation complexity of CNN based approaches.
Inference speed could vary in different software and hardware
settings, hence two indirect metrics are usually evaluated in
light-weight CNN models: number of parameters and number of
float-point operations (FLOPs). Another vital metric, memory
access cost, is also crucial but seriously underestimated.
Designing efficient CNN models should first consider the ap-
propriate number of parameters which is one of the most funda-
mental factors affecting both accuracy and speed. It is common
wisdom that larger number of parameters would usually promise
higher accuracy in deep learning. While larger number of param-
eters means heavier computation burden that it is not affordable
for mobile devices. We need to significantly reduce the number
of parameters compared to large models. However more im-
portantly, we should also avoid under-fitting issue incurred by
over-reducing the number of parameters such as ENet. FLOPs
is also an important metric. Less FLOPs promise less runtime
of cuda kernels.
Besides parameters and FLOPs, memory access cost (MAC)
is also a very crucial metric. MAC is difficult to quantize and
hardware platform specific and thus are often severely over-
looked. MAC metric is introduced in ShuffleNet V2 [14], and
in the paper it shows with excessive experiments that MAC is
vital to speed performance. It also proposes 4 practical guide-
lines to design efficient CNN mainly in order to reduce MAC.
The 4 guidelines are listed below for completeness, we follow
these guidelines, and adopt ShuffleNet V2 module as our main
reference, since this module is highly efficient and powerful.
• Guideline 1: Equal channel width minimizes MAC
• Guideline 2: Excessive group convolution increases
MAC
• Guideline 3: Network fragmentation reduces degree of
parallelism
• Guideline 4: Element-wise operations are non-
negligible
To sum up, the sensible paradigm is not to achieve light by dras-
tically reducing parameters, but seek to design efficient and pow-
erful models with reasonable amount of parameters and FLOPs.
We compare DSNet with other methods in Table 2. DSNet is
about 2.25 times in parameters and 1.8 times in GFLOPs larger
than ENet, but still it is a tiny model compared with many state-
of-the-art models such as Dilation10 and FCN-8s, even some
light-weight models such as ERFNet which is 2 times larger
than our DSNet. Our experiments will show that DSNet with
more than 2 times larger parameters outperform ENet in speed
and much more accurate. We believe this is the contribution of
the efficient and powerful design.
3.2 DSNet Units
Our DSNet Unit is shown in Fig. 1. We adopt initial unit from
ENet, which use max pooling and convolution with stride 2 to
down-sample the input. The basic unit develops from ShuffleNet
V2 unit where input channel is first split into two. Depthwise
separable convolution in ShuffleNet V2 is replaced with dilated
convolution to enlarge receptive field, which is vital for semantic
segmentation task. Note that although depthwise separable con-
volution is proven to be an efficient operation in MobileNet V2
[37], we find this operation is not well implemented in current
tensorflow [38] library, and decide to use standard convolution,
as 3 × 3 convolution is the most efficient implementation. The
feature channel of convolution layer in the units has equal chan-
nel width following Guideline 1 to reduce MAC. Equal channel
width almost doubles the number of parameters compared with
ENet. We also adopt factorized convolution when dilation rate
is 1 for further reducing parameters. In down-sample unit, input
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1x1 Conv
3x3 Conv
1x1 Conv
Channel Split
Concat
Channel Shuffle
BN + RELU
BN + RELU
BN + RELU
3x3 Conv
Concat
Stride=2
Max Pool
1x1 Conv
3x3 Conv
1x1 Conv
Concat
Channel Shuffle
BN + RELU
BN + RELU
BN + RELU
Max Pool
1x1 Conv
BN + RELU
1x1 Conv
Trans Conv
1x1 Conv
Add
MaxUnpool
1x1 Conv
BN + RELU
RELU
a b c d
Figure 1: DSNet Units. (a) Init unit. (b) Basic unit. (c) Down unit. (d) Up unit.
is max pooling with index following 1 × 1 convolution in left
branch of the unit, and in up-sample unit, input is un-pool with
pooling index from corresponding down-sample unit. In the
final part, down-sample unit perform concatenate and channel
shuffle like basic unit, while up-sample unit adds left and right
branch features. The adding operation introduces little addi-
tional computation, as we only have two such units in the whole
architecture.
We also would like to highlight that the basic unit achieves fea-
ture reuse like DenseNet [39], since half of the feature channels
directly go through the block and join the next block. As stacks
of units have different receptive field, we believe this unit de-
sign achieves multi-scale feature fusion in some sense. This
explains our accuracy outperforms many works which employ
multi-scale feature fusion.
3.3 DSNet Architecture
The DSNet architecture is shown in Table 1. We determine to
adopt asymmetric encoder-decoder architecture as ENet. The
asymmetric architecture has three main stages as encoder, two
light stages as decoder. The structure of ENet’s architecture is a
thoroughly considered choice, and it is also adopted by ERFNet
[10]. Our early experiment in designing architecture also proves
its success. In determining dilation rates, we follow the scheme
in Hybrid Dilated Convolution [15] which successfully over-
come "griding" issue.
3.3.1 Multi-scale feature fusion
Multi-scale feature fusion is indeed beneficial for better accuracy,
as we discuss in Section 2.1.3. However, our concern is that
multi-scale feature fusion usually adds more paths, and this
violates the degree of parallelism in Guideline 3 and brings
additional runtime. In designing DSNet architecture, we decide
not to utilize multi-scale feature fusion, since our basic unit
design in some sense achieves it, and we also adopt large feature
map size. These give us confidence to give up multi-scale feature
fusion.
3.3.2 Feature map size
We adopt 1/8 feature map size which is consistently proven to
have better accuracy than other sizes [3, 4]. As smaller one
loses too much spatial information which is impossible to re-
cover when only using methods such as bilinear up-sampling
or transposed convolution in decoder, or decoder may need to
fuse feature from encoder to make up spatial information loss
which certainly adds more computation. Although large feature
map size does consume more memory, we determine to keep 1/8
feature map size in our main layers to remain spatial information
as much as possible.
3.4 Loss Function
We would like to improve accuracy on high driving importance
classes in DSNet without adding extra computation. And we
turn to loss function design to guide our network to highlight the
object classes we care about. We propose Driving Importance-
weighted Loss and introduce context encoding loss to achieve
our goal. Our final loss is shown in equation (1), where L is total
loss, DIL and CEL is short for Driving Importance-weighted
Loss and Context Encoding Loss respectively. λ1 and λ2 is the
coefficient, and we experimentally set λ1 = λ2 = 1.
L = λ1DIL + λ2CEL (1)
3.4.1 Driving Importance-weighted Loss (DIL)
The Driving Importance-weighted Loss combines class fre-
quency weights and driving importance level. For class fre-
quency weights, the weighting scheme in ENet is adopted to
remedy data imbalance issue. Class weights are re-balanced
based on equation (2). It assigns larger weights to classes who
has less proportion of samples in the whole dataset. c in equation
(2) is a hyper-parameter, it restricts the interval of class weights
value, and also acts as smoothing factor of the class weights. We
set c = 1.02, the same as in ENet.
ωclass =
1
ln (c + pclass)
(2)
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Table 1: DSNet architecture
Unit Type Output Shape
Init Unit 16 × 400 × 400
Down Unit 1.0 64 × 200 × 200
4× Basic Unit 1.x Dilation = 1 64 × 200 × 200
Down Unit 2.0 128 × 100 × 100
Basic Unit 2.1 Dilation = 1 128 × 100 × 100
Basic Unit 2.2 Dilation = 2 128 × 100 × 100
Basic Unit 2.3 Dilation = 5 128 × 100 × 100
Basic Unit 2.4 Dilation = 9 128 × 100 × 100
Basic Unit 2.5 Dilation = 1 128 × 100 × 100
Basic Unit 2.6 Dilation = 2 128 × 100 × 100
Basic Unit 2.7 Dilation = 5 128 × 100 × 100
Basic Unit 2.8 Dilation = 9 128 × 100 × 100
Repeat Basic Unit 2.1 − 2.8
with dilated rate 2, 5, 9, 17, 2, 5, 9, 17
Up Unit 4.0 64 × 200 × 200
Basic Unit 4.1 Dilation = 1 64 × 200 × 200
Up Unit 5.0 16 × 400 × 400
Basic Unit 5.1 Dilation = 1 16 × 400 × 400
Fullconv C × 800 × 800
Output shape is given for an example input of 800 × 800.
C is the number of classes.
For driving importance weights, we propose a novel driving
importance weighting scheme based on driving importance level
and focal loss. Inspired by [36], we set 3 driving importance
levels, and fit 19 trainable classes into them according to their
priority in the task of driving, shown in Fig. 2. We set moving
objects in traffic to the highest importance level 3, as these
objects are most critical with driving task, and static objects in
traffic to medium importance level 2, and other objects in lowest
importance level 1.
After multiplying class frequency weights, we then apply driv-
ing importance levels to focal loss [35]. Focal loss down-
weights the loss assigned to well-classified classes. The degree
of down-weighting is controlled by γ , the larger γ the larger
down-weighting degree. We exploit this insight of γ, and com-
bines it with driving importance levels. The proposed Driving
Importance-weighted Loss is shown in equation (3). Specifically,
we assign driving importance level of each class with specific
γclass value, where γclass = 0 for level 3, γclass = 1 for level 2,
and γclass = 2 for level 1. It down-weights more heavily for low
driving importance classes, and less for high driving importance
classes. Through this loss function design, we not only remedy
data imbalance issue, but guide the training process to highlight
high driving importance classes.
DIL (pclass) =
∑
−ωclass (1 − pclass)γclass log (pclass) (3)
3.4.2 Context Encoding Loss (CEL)
We also introduce Context Encoding Loss in order to encode
global contextual information. The proposed Context Encoding
Module in [16] consists of context encoding Layer, feature at-
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Level 1:
{Sky,Building,Wall,Terrain,
Pole,Fence}
Level 2:
{Road,TrafficLight,TrafficSign,
Vegetation,Sidewalk}
Level 3:
{Bicycle,Motorcycle,Train,Bus,
Truck,Car,Person,Rider}
Figure 2: Driving Importance Level
tention and context encoding loss. We did not adopt the whole
module but only the context encoding loss, as feature attention
module introduces additional computation. Context encoding
layer considers an input feature map with the shape of C×H×W
as a set of C-dimensional input features X = {x1, . . . xN}, where
N is total number of features given by H × W. It learns an
codebook D = {d1, . . . dk}, containing K number of code words
(visual centers) and a set of smoothing factor of the visual
centers S = {s1, . . . sk}. Encoding Layer outputs residual en-
coder by aggregating the residuals with soft-assignment weights
ek =
∑N
i=1 eik, where
eik =
exp
(
−sk ‖rik‖2
)
∑K
j=1 exp
(
−s j
∥∥∥ri j∥∥∥2) rik (4)
The residuals are given by rik = xi − dk. The final loss is,
CEL =
∑K
k=1 φ (ek) where φ denotes Batch Norm [40] with
ReLU activation.
4 Experimental Evaluation
In this section, first we report details about the experiment set-
ting, especially on data augmentation approaches and training
protocols. Then we compare our evaluation results with other
methods on Cityscapes dataset.
4.1 Dataset and Evaluation Metrics
We use the Cityscapes dataset [11], a recent dataset of urban
scenes that has been widely adopted in semantic segmentation
benchmarks due to its highly challenging and varied scenarios.
It consists 5000 fine-annotated images at the high-resolution of
1024 × 2048, which are split into 2975 images for training, 500
images for validation, and 1525 images for testing. There is
another set of 19, 998 images with coarse annotation. The dense
annotation contains 30 common class labels in which 19 classes
are for training and evaluation.
4.2 Experiments setup
We evaluate our model on Cityscapes dataset with mean IoU,
class-wise IoU, and FPS as metrics. We give details about
experiment settings, including software and hardware settings,
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Table 2: Evaluation results on Cityscapes test set. "Sub": the downsampling factor of the input images. "ImN": ImageNet dataset.
"coarse": the coarse annotation set of Cityscapes dataset.
Method BaseModel Extra data meanIoU(%) Sub Time(s) Speed(FPS) Params
ICNet [9] PSPNet ImN 69.5 no 0.033 30.3 n/a
ERFNet [10] no no 68.0 2 0.024 41.7 2.1M
Dilation10 [24] VGG16 ImN 67.1 no 4 0.25 140.8M
FCN-8s [17] VGG16 ImN 65.3 no 0.5 2 134.5M
Deeplab [28] VGG16 ImN 63.1 no 4 0.25 n/a
ESPNet [7] PSPNet ImN 60.3 2 0.009 112.9 0.36M
SegNet [23] VGG16 ImN 57.0 4 0.060 16.7 29.5M
ENet [6] * no no 58.3 2 0.032 30.8 0.36M
ENetPlus* no no 63.5 2 0.055 18.1 0.95M
Ours(DSNet) no coarse 69.3 2 0.027 36.5 0.91M
* We reimplement models based on open source code[41], and evaluate speed under the same setting with our DSNet, and speed
may be different from original paper.
Table 3: Class-wise evaluation results on Cityscapes test set. Results are from original papers.
Driving Importance Level 1 Driving Importance Level 2 Driving Importance Level 3
Sky Bui Wal Ter Fen Pol Veg Sid TLi TSi Roa Rid Per Car Tru Bus Tra Mot Bic
ENet 91.8 75.0 32.2 61.4 33.2 43.4 88.6 74.2 34.1 44.0 96.3 38.4 65.5 90.6 36.9 43.1 50.5 38.8 55.4
ERFNet 94.2 89.8 42.5 68.2 48.0 56.3 91.4 81.0 59.8 65.3 97.7 57.1 76.8 92.8 50.8 60.1 51.8 47.3 61.7
DSNet 92.1 89.8 50.3 57.7 53.5 57.1 89.9 77.2 45.9 70.6 96.6 55.9 73.6 90.8 64.4 71.6 61.1 50.3 69.2
Sky,Bui etc. are abbreviations of the classes.
data augmentation strategy, and training details. These details
are important for reproducing our work, our source code will be
available soon.
4.2.1 Hardware and software setup
We conduct our experiments on a server with Intel E5 2630 CPU
which has 6 cores with 2.3 GHz base frequency, 32 GB memory,
and four NVIDIA GTX 1080Ti GPU cards. The server runs
Ubuntu 16.04, NVIDIA CUDA 9.0, cuDNN 7.05, and tensorflow
1.6. We use tensorpack [42] to implement our experiment which
is a high-level training interface built upon tensorflow, and the
tensorpack version is 0.8.9.
4.2.2 Data augmentation
Data augmentation is vital, as deep neural networks usually re-
quires huge amount of data for training. We decide to include
coarse annotation set, and enlarge fine annotation set by augmen-
tation. Coarse annotation set is used to warm up our network
for further fine-tuning on fine annotation set. We adopt crop-
ping strategy which is widely adopted and proven beneficial in
[29, 15] to augment fine annotation set. Specifically, we crop
each training image and its corresponding ground truth label
image into eight 880 × 880 patches with partial overlapping,
augmenting fine annotation training dataset to 23800 images.
The overlapping strategy ensures all regions in an image will be
visited. Cropping not only enlarges fine annotation set, but also
helps to fit more training images into one batch on GPU with-
out losing spatial information. As the high-resolution training
images of Cityscapes dataset are so large that we can only fit
very few training images into one batch, otherwise resizing im-
ages is adopted, such as light-weight models ENet and ERFNet.
Resizing images will inevitably lose precious spatial informa-
tion in fine annotation images, thus we determine to abandon it.
We employ multi-scale inputs (We could fit scales = {0.5, 1.0})
with random cropping 800 × 800 out of 880 × 880, and random
horizon left and right flipping.
4.2.3 Training protocol detail
We first train our model on coarse annotation labels for 30
epochs, and input images at resolution 512 × 1024 which down-
samples original image by 2. Note that training on coarse anno-
tation only for the purpose of better initialization of our network,
and hence losing spatial information will not affect training fine
annotation set. We set initial learning rate to 5 × 10−4 which
decreases 0.5 every 10 epochs, batch size to 12, weight decay to
5 × 10−4, and use ADAM as optimizer.
Then we train fine annotation set by fine-tuning on coarse anno-
tation pre-trained model. In training fine annotation, we input
images 800 × 800 performing data augmentation stated before.
We train 100 eopchs, setting batch size to 16, momentum to 0.9,
and weight decay to 2 × 10−4. The learning rate scheduling is
lr = baselr ×
(
1 − itertotal−iter
)power
. The base learning rate is set to
1×10−4, and the power is set to 0.9. We also adopt synchronized
multi-GPU Batch Normalization. Note that batch size is vital
to effectively train CNN models, and has been proven crucial in
[29]. We manage to fit 16 lossless images into one batch using
tensorpack[42], and train end to end. It is worth highlighting that
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Figure 3: Qualitative results on the Cityscapes validation dataset, better viewed in color.(a) Input image. (b) Ground truth. (c)
ENetPlus. (d) DSNet (ours).
pre-training on coarse annotation set alone leads to 4.4 points
improvement in mean IoU.
4.3 Cityscapes Dataset Evaluation
We show our evaluation results on Cityscapes dataset. Our
DSNet achieves 71.8% mean IoU on validation set and 69.3%
on test set.
4.3.1 mean IoU
We list comprehensive metrics and results of our DSNet and
other methods in mean IoU, inference time and number of pa-
rameters on Cityscapes test set, shown in Table. 2. We can see
that our tiny model without any base model or extra training
data such as ImageNet could achieve 69.3% mean IoU, which is
one of the state-of-the-art results among light-weight semantic
segmentation methods. This result is much higher in accuracy
than light-weight semantic segmentation models such as ESP-
Net and SQ, and even higher than some large-scale classical
models Dilation10, FCN-8s and DeepLab V1. To be specific,
our DSNet has 148 times fewer number of parameters than Di-
lation10, but 2.1 points higher in accuracy. Our result is very
close to ICNet which heavily compress the model and can not
ensure proportional performance to lower resolution image. And
in inference time, DSNet is among one of the fastest models.
Note that we list speed of other semantic segmentation models
published on-line only for reference, as this metric varies in
different settings. This result demonstrates that DSNet achieves
great balance between accuracy and speed.
4.3.2 Class-wise IoU
To verify our Driving Importance-weighted Loss, we show class-
wise IoU in Table. 3 where we compare our model with ENet
and ERFNet on every trainable classes in Cityscapes test set,
and the results of ENet and ERFNet are from original papers.
ERFNet employ the same weighting scheme as ENet and has
similar accuracy as our DSNet, it could be a fair comparison to
verify our Driving Importance-weighted Loss. Our DSNet has
very different distribution difference with ERFNet. In Driving
Importance Level 3, which is the most important with driving
task, DSNet has significant higher accuracy than ERFNet, espe-
cially on classes such as Train, Bus and Truck. While in Driving
Importance Level 2 and 3, ERFNet outnumbers ours but the gap
is small. Overall speaking, DSNet and ERF both have 9 classes
leading in accuracy. The class-wise evaluation result shows
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that our Driving Importance-weighted Loss could significantly
improve classes related to driving tasks.
4.3.3 Visual Comparison
To intuitively understand the results of DSNet, we select some
images from validation set, and compare the prediction results
by our DSNet and ENetPlus, shown in Fig. 3, it is better viewed
in color. We choose ENetPlus as baseline which has higher ac-
curacy than ENet and similar number of parameters with DSNet
to highlight our design choice in Hybrid Dilated Convolution,
Driving Importance-weighted Loss and Context Encoding Loss,
as we can see adding more parameters in ENet could not solve
some specific issues. Generally, our DSNet has finer quality
than ENetPlus. Especially, it has much less misclassified on ve-
hicles category which is in Driving Importance Level 3, shown
in the first, third and fourth row. In the third row, we can see
that ENetPlus has misclassified in large objects, this is due to
context information missing where our context encoding loss
works. It is worth noting that context encoding loss leads to
0.8% improvement on mean IoU. In the last row, we show "grid-
ding" issue which is common in ENetPlus prediction results.
Our Hybrid Dilated Convolution strategy is here to solve this
issue.
4.3.4 Inference speed
Inference speed is a very important metric in evaluating efficient
CNN models. While speed is also very difficult to reproduce,
as it is determined by many uncontrolled factors, especially
evaluating settings vary in different research works. For example,
evaluation may be carried out on server with different CPU,
GPU or memory card types, implementation may use different
deep learning libraries which may have different computation
efficiency on the same operation. Extensive engineering and
optimization to specific platform would also improve speed by a
large margin. Hence, we can not simply compare the numbers.
For research purpose and fair comparison, we reimplement ENet
and a new model ENetPlus using tensorflow based on open
source code [41], and evaluate speed of ENet, ENetPlus and our
model under the same setting. ENetPlus is built by adding 4
more stages than original ENet, making its parameters compara-
ble to our DSNet. ENetPlus is trained using the same training
protocol as ENet, and achieves mean IoU is 63.5% on validation
set. We load variables necessary for inference and drop all the
other variables in saved checkpoint files, and we only count
inference time for each image. We feed 100 images one by one
to calculate average inference time per image for ten times. In-
ference evaluation is carried out on single NVIDIA 1080Ti GPU
card. The results are shown in Table. 4. From the results, we
can see that the inference speed of DSNet outperforms ENet by
a small margin at every input scale, and approximately 1.1 times
faster than ENet. With similar number of parameters, DSNet is
about 2 times faster than ENetPlus at every scale, moreover our
DSNet is much more accurate. This result strongly demonstrate
the efficiency and power of our DSNet.
5 Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a very efficient deep neural network
termed as Driving Segmentation Network (DSNet). DSNet
Table 4: Speed analysis of ENet, ENetPlus and DSNet
NVIDIA 1080Ti
Methods 640 × 360 1280 × 720 1920 × 1080
ms fps ms fps ms fps
ENet* 11.1 89.7 57.8 17.3 126.6 7.9
ENetPlus* 19.7 50.7 99.0 10.1 208.3 4.8
DSNet(Ours) 9.9 100.5 49.8 20.1 102.0 9.8
achieves state-of-the-art trade-off between accuracy and infer-
ence speed, moreover it highlights most critical objects in driv-
ing task. It achieves 71.8% mIoU on validation set, and 69.3%
mIoU on test set which is 18.5% more accuracy than ENet.
Class-wise IoU shows that DSNet is much more accurate than
ERFNet on high driving importance classes. Speed experiment
shows that DSNet is about 1.1 times faster than ENet.
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